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Her tactile works have a warm feel that’s attractive in these cold times 

Nava Waxman at Engine Gallery until Oct. 17, 37 Mill St., Toronto; 
www.enginegallery.ca 

At an artist party last week, I was asked The Question: What’s hot in art? 

Just to mess with the questioner, I blurted out: Encaustics – it’s all about wax, gobs and 
gobs of wax. Never mind that artists have been mixing hot wax with colour since before the 
birth of Christ.
And then it occurred to me that I’ve actually seen a lot of beeswax on the walls lately. 
Perhaps the stuttering economy, the omniscience of cold digital reproduction, and the 
overall sense of exhaustion (ideological, theoretical, and pictorial) that pervades too many 
exhibitions of late have all combined to make the homey feel of encaustic works more 
attractive. 
Viewers need a hug, and encaustic works, whatever their failings (the foremost being a 
tendency amongst some purveyors to equate humble wax with greeting-card whimsy), are 
nothing if not tactile. Sensuality is the new conceptualism, to disrespect The Question.

Nava Waxman (no cheap name jokes, please), is primed to become the queen of the 
encaustic hive. Her new exhibition at Engine Gallery, Light of Reverie, is so sumptuous, so 
full of warm inner light, standing next to her works is like rubbing your face with a heated 
towel. Waxman applies wax the way master pastry chefs sculpt sugar, milk, and egg whites. 
Her works are cake-icing thick, layered as baklava, and luxuriate in an unapologetically 
decadent application of frosted, dream-toned pigment. You could probably chew them. 
In neat counterpoint to all the creamy wallowing, Waxman punctuates her dreamscape 
canvases with delicate collage (hair-thin, vintage images of birds and animals), bits of 
jewellery, bright polished copper, shapes and Hebrew text carved directly into the wax, inky 
calligraphic paintings of trees and landscapes, and block printing that resembles wallpaper. 
Yet, Waxman’s juxtaposition of wavy, pocked swathes of wax with the varied trinkets is 
unexpectedly formal, and obviously decided with care. 

Despite all the textures, colours and image-referencing Waxman employs, her works never 
appear busy or overdone. Clearly, the secret to working with such a familiar and resonant
Material (the whole of Engine Gallery smells like a beeswax candle factory, semi-sweet and 
autumnal), is knowing exactly when to drop the ladle. 
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